
How To Obtain Hearing Dates

Eachjudge maintains an individual hearings calendar. The procedure for obtaining a hearing date
depends upon the nature of the hearing.

1. The §341(a) hearing ("meeting ofcreditors") is automatically scheduled by the attorney's use of

"Judge/Trustee Assignment" in the filing ofthe case. The date and time ofsuch hearing is contained

in the notice sent by the Court to the debtor and to all creditors. The date and time of the initial

confirmation hearing in a Chapter 13 case is likewise contained in that notice. Tip: When filing

multiple cases at the same time, run "Judge/Trustee Assignment" after filing the last case so that the

§341(a) hearings can be scheduled together.

2. To schedule a hearing resisting a motion for relief from stay in a Chapter 7 or 13 case, or to

schedule a hearing resisting a motion for relieffrom co-debtor stay in a Chapter 13 case, review the

requirements set forth in LBF #720 (Notice ofMotion) and the available hearing dates posted online

(from www.orb.uscourts.gov, click on "Calendars", and then "Chapter 7/13 Relief From Stay

Hearing" under "Available Hearing Dates").

3. To schedule a hearing regarding a motion to extend or impose the automatic stay, review the

requirements ofLBF #721.3 (Procedures Re Motions/Objections To Extend/Impose 11 USC §362

Automatic Stay Pursuant To §362(c), §362(1), §362(m) or §362(n)) and the available hearing dates

posted online (from www.orb.uscourts.gov, click on "Calendars", and then "Motion/Objection Re

Imposing/Extending Sec. 362 Stay" under "Available Hearing Dates")'

4. To obtain hearing dates for any other purpose (including hearings on relief from stay motions in

Chapter 11 or 12 cases and relief from co-debtor stay motions in Chapter 12 cases), contact the

calendar clerk for the judge assigned to the case.

Judge Alley: Barb - 541/431-4055

Judge Brown: Sharon - 503/ 326-1567

Judge Dunn: Gloria • 503/326-1527

Judge Penis: Candyce - 503/ 326-1565

Judge RadclifFe: Ginger - 541/431 -4051
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